Geographic Profile - Middle East
As of October 2023

Total Active Alumni with Preferred Address in Region: 553
Total MBA/EMBA Alumni: 512
Total Reunion Year Alumni (Including Platinum Classes): 115

Alumni Club Leaders:
- **Alumni Club of Israel**:
  - Ed Frank ’84: efrank84@gsb.columbia.edu
  - Tomer Goldberg ’13: tgoldberg13@gsb.columbia.edu
  - Daniella Perlestein ’06: dperlestein06@gsb.columbia.edu
  - Ron Plotkin ’86: rplotkin86@gsb.columbia.edu
- **Alumni Club of Lebanon**: Johnny Yaacoub ’16: jyaacoub16@gsb.columbia.edu
- **Alumni Club of Saudi Arabia & Bahrain**: Sohail Gondal ’08: sgondal08@gsb.columbia.edu
- **Alumni Club of Turkey**: Onur Okur ’11: ookur11@gsb.columbia.edu
- **Alumni Club of the United Arab Emirates**:
  - Anna Schebsdat’16: aschebsdat16@gsb.columbia.edu

CBS Board Member in the Region: 0
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**Number of Alumni Per Graduation Year**

---

**Employment Breakdown by Industry**

**Geographic Distribution: Ten Most Populous Cities**

- Dubai, United Arab Emirates
- Tel Aviv, Israel
- Istanbul, Turkey
- Beirut, Lebanon
- Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
- Jerusalem, Israel
- Besiktas, Istanbul, Turkey
- Sarıyer, Istanbul, Turkey
- Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
- Sisli, Istanbul, Turkey